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Abstract LitSens aims to be a sound system which takes into account
the contingencies of real-time decision making in video games. Through
this article, we present several improvements for an earlier version of our
system architecture, which consisted of an emotion manager attached
to predesigned, interactive texts. The main additions to said system are
the possibility for users to input custom text to a dialogue manager and
the automatic tagging of that text by using real time sentiment analysis,
thus improving the knowledge base. We conclude that, though lacking
validation due to its early development stage, LitSens can constitute an
efficient method for generating adaptive music in real time, suitable for
interactive experiences like video games.
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1 Introduction

Though it is pretty common to use sentiment analysis for the task of processing
big text corpora, such as opinions given on social media by thousands of indi-
viduals [1], few are the cases where this field of Natural Language Processing is
used to create real-time responses to brief text inputs.

Through this article we aim to present a revision of a previously designed
audio system architecture [2], to which we added the ability to input text, as well
as a real-time sentiment analyser, based on Synesketch, by Uroš Krčadinac [3,4]
(lexicon-based). After a brief introduction to the current state of the art, our
system architecture will be presented in detail, with special focus on the newest
additions, and we will end with a discussion on the potential of an adaptive
sound system for soundtrack creation, and some suggestions for future work.
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2 Adaptive sound and music

The concept of adaptive music has changed profusely in recent years. Classic ap-
proaches to dynamic and adaptive audio systems [5] consisted mostly of smooth
transitions between scripted events, predesigned narrative interactions or cine-
matic sequences. However, the increasing complexity of interactive experiences
of our days demands a very different approach. Current adaptive music must
consider player reactions and adapt to them in real time, thus generating an ad-
equate emotional atmosphere which is unique to each experience. Here is where
procedural music generation comes into play. However, in spite of the efforts of
authors like Jewell, Nixon & Prügel-Bennett [6], which add semantic information
to the automatic music generation process, improving its results and bringing
them closer to commercial soundtracks, available technology still constitutes a
big impediment to real time music generation. Producing realistic music in a
current computer (even a powerful one) is a demanding process, which requires
enormous processing capacities, as well as high read and write speeds from a
hard disk drive.

As Collins states [7], available technology is one of the main issues when
generating procedural music, and this problem is not going to be solved soon, as
current soundtracks can take minutes to generate when using virtual instruments
(VSTi), and the ideal latency should be of a few milliseconds (current gaming
monitors claim latencies of a mere 1 to 5 ms).

3 The LitSens architecture

Our software architecture is designed to work in Unity, a popular game engine3,
and functions as follows (see Figure 1):

– LitSens works as an interactive experience in which there is narrative content
in the form of text.

– For the design of our system, we take into account three main components:
a dialogue system, an audio system and an emotion manager.

– At the beginning of the experience, a text with narrative content is shown
in a text box. The user can then use a text field to input a response, which
will produce an output consisting of the next sentence of the narrative.

– The input is then processed by a sentiment analyser, which provides several
values. The three values with more weight are then normalized and stored
by the Emotion Manager.

– The Audio System reads those values from the Emotion Manager, and selects
a maximum of three music fragments, which start playing through the game
engine after a simple mix process. As shown in Figure 2, all music fragments
are previously designed by a human, tagged with an emotion and stored in
a database.

3 www.unity3d.com
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Figure 1. Software architecture of LitSens.
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– Following inputs will modify the state of the Emotion Manager, producing
different fragment combinations and causing them to change in real time.

– A total of 6 emotions are considered, following Ekman’s taxonomy of basic
emotions [8]: happiness, sadness, fear, surprise, disgust and anger.

– We have chosen a 3-layer system so as to be able to represent multiple
emotions at the same time. Jørgensen [9] states that game audio has a dual
role: it supports the general feeling of an environment, but also gives vital
information during gameplay. By having three layers, we can include an
atmospheric track based on past feelings and common dual emotions like
“happiness-sadness”, “fear-disgust” or “disgust-anger”.

Figure 2. Detail of how LitSens’ dialogue and audio systems fit in the game engine.

4 Discussion and future work

An audio system like the one we present here has, in our opinion, more potential
for creating truly adaptive soundtracks for interactive experiences than totally
procedural content. As all fragments in the audio database must be created by a
human, they can sound credible and realistic, while maintaining enough flexib-
ility to adapt to a variety of player responses. This, however, means there must
exist some human work behind the scenes for the system to work. Still, as most
user reactions are difficult to plan or design in advance, our approximation is to
allow for complex player decisions while producing a fully adaptive soundtrack
at a relatively low cost.
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The next natural step for our system would be to validate its functioning
with real subjects in an interactive experiment resembling a commercial, nar-
rative video game. During said experiment, we should be able to recover two
fundamental pieces of information. On one hand, we intend to retrieve data re-
garding the sort of emotions users feel while playing our game, by means of a
tool like the Self-Assessment Manikin Test (SAM) [10]. On the other, we will
evaluate how having an adaptive music system influences presence [11–14].
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